**What We Know**
- Used to traffic drugs, weapons, people, money
- Sophisticated / Unsophisticated
  - Reinforced with timber and concrete
  - Communications
  - Ventilation and Lights
  - Earthen / Hand Dug

**What We Think**
- Likely number of undetected tunnels
- Allows traffickers a low risk, high payoff option
- Could serve as primary POE for all Transnational threats
- Traffickers using private property and extensive information network to execute on both sides of border

**Challenges**
- IA unity of effort
- Focusing intelligence + detection efforts
- Technology

**Tasks**
- Fuse and analyze LE and DoD reporting
- Support IA synchronization
- Suggest NAI
- Recommend resource allocation
- Employ DoD detection technology

**93 TUNNELS AS OF 20 Nov 08**